World Bank KUSP team lauds Bus Termini Project
The Kenya Urban Support Programme (KUSP) is
a World Bank funded programme that aims at establishing and strengthening urban entities in a bid
to improve infrastructure and service delivery in
counties that qualify.
Nyeri County, having met the requisite parameters,
joined the list of participating counties that fall under the umbrella of KUSP. It is evident that rapid
urbanization is accompanied by economic growth
and prosperity and this is an outcome whose fruition will be witnessed in Nyeri once the Nyeri Bus
Termini project is completed.
Story on page 3

Nyeri receives Kshs. 18 million
grant for health support
The funds will be used to finance a project which
is currently being implemented in Kieni West
sub-county covering seven facilities.
Story on page 5

Productivity
KCSAP dairy
machinery starts
rolling out
in Nyeri
For most small scale Kieni
dairy farmers, the challenge
of limited dairy production
has been a perennial one. This
has been majorly attributed
to the fact that in most times,
they use locally available feed
resources, such as natural
pastures, crop residues, cutand-carry grass, forage crops
and local feedstuff as well
as communal grazing which
significantly inhibit their dairy

cow’s milk production.
Using supplements both
energy and/or protein-rich
feeds for dairy animals has
been linked with increased
milk production. Upon the
realization of the same, farmers
from Kieni started sending
proposals in order to source for
donors...
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1
...who would fund them with capital to
purchase machines for production of
high quality feeds.
At the sleepy village of Gatuamba
in Thegu River ward, Kieni East sub
county, Njung’wa Community Based
Organisation is one of such groups
which forwarded a proposal to the World
Bank through the Kenya Climate Smart
Agriculture Project (KCSAP).
KCSAP is a programme jointly funded
by the Government of Kenya and the
World Bank. The programme aims at
increasing agricultural productivity and
enhancing resilience and coping mechanisms to climate change risks in the targeted smallholder farming and pastoral
provided which they now use to produce
communities.
high quality feeds for their animals subThe 26 Njung’wa CBO members were sequently increasing both quality and
overjoyed after their proposal was ac- quantity of milk produced. Additionally,
cepted and were funded with Kshs. the equipment which was purchased and
920,000 in the financial year 2020/2021 installed after they rented a room at Gatwhich they used to purchase a feed mix- uamba trading centre, has been of great
help, as the feeds produced have been
er and a hammer mill.
extended for use in other value chains
Feed mixers are used in feed mills for including poultry, goats and pigs increasthe mixing of feed ingredients and pre- ing production in the same.
mixes. The mixer plays a vital role in
the feed production process, with effi- The group’s chairman Michael Ndiritu
cient mixing being the key to good feed and secretary David Gitonga expressed
production. If feed is not mixed proper- their gratitude to Governor H.E Mutahi
ly, ingredients and nutrients will not be Kahiga and area MCA Hon. Richard

Kamuhia for making their dream a reality.
“We are grateful to the governor, the
MCA and the KCSAP team for facilitating the purchase of the equipment for
us, as they have been of great benefit.
We were also provided with rabbits for
On the other hand, a hammer mill is a rearing and Hash Avocados for nutrition
farm machine which mills grain into improvement for which we are thankful
coarse flour to be fed to livestock. The for,” noted the chairman.
mill’s purpose is to shred or crush aggregate material into smaller pieces by the “The group will start arrangements of
repeated blows of little hammers. These settling in our own plot so that we can exmachines have numerous industrial pand our work and use the project comapplications including: Ethanol plants mercially to ensure our project is viable.
This is a dairy mechanization project
(grains).
which will notably transform this area as
The members, whose targets go beyond well as create employment opportunities
eight litres per cow per day, have sig- for local youth,” added Gitonga.
nificantly benefitted from the equipment
properly distributed when it comes time
to extrude and pelletize the feed, or if the
feed is to be used as mash. This means
that not only would the feed not have nutritional benefit, it would be bad for the
animals that are eating it.
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A member, Gerald Warui said that this
is a great milestone since the machinery
has empowered the group members, the
local farmers and created opportunities
for youth who will be employed to handle the machines.

boosting food production and livestock
farming in the area. He also commissioned and handed over a water project
site for the proposed rehabilitation and
upgrading of the Lower Kakuret Irrigation Water Project to the contractor.

The farmers have also been trained by
Kenya Agricultural & Livestock Research Organization (KARLO) which is
a service provider based in Naivasha.

Further, Governor Kahiga presented
cheques to Gakawa and Thegu Community Driven Development Committees
worth about Kshs. 27.35 million and
Kshs. 23.61 million respectively. He
David Mbugua, an official from KAR- also issued out knapsack sprayers and
LO noted that the farmers have been hose pipes to members of Common Intrained on innovation practices, feed for- terest Groups and Vulnerable Marginmulation, where to source feeds, how to alized Groups in Thegu and Gakawa
grow and store quality forages for their wards.
livestock to ensure availability of feeds
throughout the year, how to ensure qual- In this financial year 2021/22, about
ity milk and reduce cost in production Kshs. 8.88 million has been allocated
among others.
for the upgrading of water intake, conveyance and distribution of irrigation
The Chairman of Thegu Communi- pipes (7km) of Mureru Irrigation Water
ty Driven Development Committees Project. The project will benefit over 566
(CDDC) Githaiga Muchemi said 55 farmers with coverage of 87 acres.
micro projects in Lusoi and Lower
Karkuret have been funded with a total Governor Kahiga has urged Nyeri resiof Kshs. 40 million in the last two years, dents to form more community groups
in the value chains of Irish potato, beans, so that they can benefit from such projindigenous chicken, dairy and natural re- ects in order to enhance their lives wholsource management, which has notably ly. The County Government of Nyeri
transformed the lives of Kieni farmers.
is committed to continue collaborating
with KCSAP to increase agricultural
Meanwhile, courtesy of KCSAP, the productivity in the county seeing that
Governor issued 14 chaff cutters, 10 agriculture is the backbone of our econforage choppers and three bean thresh- omy.
ers to Gathathi-ini Men Self Help Group
in Thegu River ward, which will help in

Members of Njung’wa CBO, service providers and officers from KCSAP during
the commissioning of the mix feeder and hammer mill machines at Gatuamba,
Thegu River ward, Kieni East sub county. LEFT: A hammer mill machine belonging to Njung’wa CBO which is now operational.

The termini is a good investment that is going to turn around the economic empowerment of the Nyeri citizenry

World Bank KUSP team lauds Bus Termini
Project
With less than 5% remaining for the
completion of the Nyeri Main Bus Termini, the County Government of Nyeri
under the stewardship of H. E Governor
Mutahi Kahiga was lauded by a team
from the Kenya Urban Support Programme (KUSP) for the smooth implementation of the project and his great
oversight role.
The Kenya Urban Support Programme
(KUSP) is a World Bank funded programme that aims at establishing and
strengthening urban entities in a bid to
improve infrastructure and service delivery in counties that qualify.
Nyeri County, having met the requisite
parameters, joined the list of participating counties that fall under the umbrella of KUSP. It is evident that rapid
urbanization is accompanied by economic growth and prosperity and this
is an outcome whose fruition will be
witnessed in Nyeri once the Nyeri Bus
Termini project is completed.
The County Government of Nyeri is
continually working with the World
Bank cordially by meeting expectations
and adhering to set guidelines, protocols and procedures to maximize on the
gains of this partnership.

for the first phase.
Eng. B.K. Njenga, the team leader from
the Ministry of Transport, Infrastructure, Housing & Urban Development
(State Department for Housing & Urban
Development) lauded the leadership of
Nyeri County for the progress made in
the construction and implementation
of the bus termini, a multi-tier project
running for three financial years and is
The World Bank through KUSP has almost complete for the first phase.
been granting the County Government
of Nyeri funds to finance the construc- The termini is a good investment that is
tion of the ultra-modern bus termini, going to turn around the economic emwhich is being implemented by the powerment of the Nyeri citizenry and
Department of Lands, Housing, Plan- control management of traffic as well as
ning and Urbanization together with decongest Nyeri town while expanding
the Nyeri Municipal Board. A total of development to the larger urban area of
Kshs. 600 million have been budgeted the Nyeri Municipality.

Nyeri Municipal Board Chairman Jeremiah Ichaura noted that through collaboration with the Department of Lands
and also guidance from the governor,
they have been able to successfully implement the construction of the bus termini which is now almost done.
“Further improvement should be done
to ensure that the area is attractive, in
particular greening of the area. Pedestrian walkways, holding grounds for
leisure within the park will be quite
critical hence should be strengthened,”
said the chairman.

the people of Nyeri, taking it back to its
lost glory as an ideal place to live and
work in for generations to come.

The Bus Termini is a flagship project
by the County Government of Nyeri
in partnership with the World Bank
through KUSP. It is located at Asian
Quarters in Nyeri town. Once complete, it will be the biggest transport termini upon its completion in East Africa.
The project will include 1,000 trading
stalls, 98 booking bays, bus parking
spaces, ticket offices, fire post, police
post, sacco rooms, taxi bay, market,
Governor Kahiga has since termed the revenue offices, an ICT hub, a block of
multi-million project as transformation- offices among others.
al noting that it will bring about an economic turn around and progression for

Review meeting for the third cohort of interns
The program was launched in 2018 by governor Kahiga and has so far benefitted over 500 youth
The Department of County Public Service & Solid Waste Management conducted a 4th quarter review meeting for
the third cohort of interns held at the Old
Municipal Hall, Whispers Park.
The review meeting was held to discuss
the progress so far, challenges the interns may be facing and to forge a way
forward for the remaining period of the
internship that is set to end next month.
They were also taken through a session
of how to package and reinvent themselves when searching for jobs in the
future.
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VER was not only an answer to a need raised by county employees, but also created room for hiring young people

Early Voluntary Retirement in a bid to mitigate
the wage bill in Nyeri
According to the Employment Act of
2007, the mandatory retirement age
for public servants is 60 years old.
However, in some instances, Early
Voluntary Retirement is considered
particularly for long serving career
civil servants who feel a need to call it
a day in the interest of pursuing their
own passions and personal interests
beyond their contribution in building
the county and country at large.
In the last two years, the Nyeri County Public Service Board has developed and implemented a Voluntary
Early Retirement (VER) programme,
a pro-people measure geared towards
relieving some career servants off
their work following a request by
some of them as well as reducing
the county’s wage bill. This was af- Nyeri County Public Service Board members at a past meeting. At the centre is the board Chairman Paul Kimoter Kshs. 30 million was allocated ndo. According to the board chair, VER was not only an answer to a need raised by county employees, but also created
towards this programme in the finan- room for hiring young people to fill in the talent groups.
cial year 2018/2019 by H.E Governor
Mutahi Kahiga.
tomized VER package which would VER,” she added.
its huge wage bill which it has been
According to Jane Kiraguri, the be a fair deal for employees who According to the board chair Paul Ki- grappling with over the years. Nyeri
board’s vice chair and also serves as applied for the VER, with the target mondo, VER was not only an answer County was formerly a provincial
the Chair of the taskforce, she not- group being senior servants aged 50 to a need raised by county employees, headquarter hence had an extra rebut also created room for hiring young sponsibility of absorbing the bulk of
ed that the committee which draws years and above.
employees formerly under the Namembers from different departments “The recruitment process started people to fill in the talent groups.
last
year
with
the
board
rolling
out
“For
every
senior
employee
who
takes
tional Government and from defunct
including the HR, Legal Office, Finance Office, had prior bench marked the programme as well as conduct- the package, it creates the opportunity local authorities including the Nyeri
with various institutions to guide the ing sensitization forums to educate for hiring two youth at an entry lev- Municipal, Nyeri County Counmembers on how to go about the pro- county union and employees on the el position, who will bring vibrancy, cil, Karatina Municipal and Othaya
cess of implementing the programme. same encouraging those who had innovation and ease with use of tech- County Council.
However, the committee lacked a met the qualifications to apply. The nology subsequently improving effi- The county government is also transuitable reference organisation and programme is currently in its imple- ciency in service delivery,” he added. sitioning its employees to permanent
coined up its own attractive and cus- mentation stage with nine employees Through this programme, Nyeri basis as another measure towards mithaving successfully qualified for the County will be able to cut down on igating the wage bill.

Needy students boosted with bursary cheques

county were selected during the home
visits done in a bid to identify vulnerable cases joining secondary school.
The beneficiaries were drawn from
H.E Mutahi Kahiga disbursed over 60 ments of the Governor’s Scholarship various secondary schools, colleges
cheques to beneficiaries who missed Programme.
and universities.
to benefit during the recent disburse- The needy students from around the The parents and guardians were hand-
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ed over the cheques by the Governor
during the event held outside the governor’s office.
The beneficiaries thanked the governor for considering their needs and
responding positively at the nick of
time.

The funds will be used to finance a project which is currently being implemented in Kieni West sub-county

Nyeri receives Kshs. 18 million grant for
health support

The County Government of Nyeri has
received a grant of Kshs. 18 million
from the United States - Centre for
Disease Control and Prevention (USCDC) which will go towards supporting the health sector.
The funds will be used to finance a
project which is currently being implemented in Kieni West sub-county
covering seven facilities which were
transitioned from the implementing
partner (centre for health solutions)
i.e. Mweiga, Bellevue, Endarasha and
Karemeno Health centres, Mary immaculate hospital, Mugunda Catholic
dispensary and Brothers of St. Joseph.
The two key goals of the project are:
·
To increase access and avail-

ability of sustainable, high quality,
comprehensive HIV diagnosis, prevention, care and treatment services
in Nyeri County.
·
To strengthen the Nyeri County government’s leadership, management and health financing of her HIV
program.
This is the second grant Nyeri County
is receiving, after the same institution
offered the Department of Health Services Kshs. 20 million in the last one
year which ended early this month.
The USCDC is running a five- yearproject running from 2021-2025
whereby it funds counties annually.
Applications for the last funding were
highly competitive grant whereby, out

of the 13 counties that applied, only
three were awarded i.e. Nyeri, Migori
and Homabay. The funds were spent
on laboratory support, improvement
of infrastructure, training, monitoring
and evaluation and human resources
for health.
The CDC team led by Dr. Jonathan
Mwangi who paid a courtesy call to
the Governor H.E Mutahi Kahiga
lauded the County Government of
Nyeri’s leadership for the prudent use
of funds which led to many people
benefiting. The team added that due
to the good use of the resources, this
has seen Nyeri County being awarded
a further Kshs. 18 million and promised to bring other counties in Nyeri

for benchmarking on how to utilize
donor funds.
The department has also developed
a five- year- project plan and a HRH
transition plan.
Some of the key project activities
involved include: supporting human resource for health components,
capacity building of project staff,
strengthening laboratory services
and timely referral of lab specimens,
support supervision and mentorship
activities, support the facilities with
communication and office supplies,
support the field and roving staff with
travel requirements.

constructed at Kiawara and also
fenced using the chain link fence.
At Mweiga town, a new open market
has been upgraded using cabro pav-

ing blocks at the bus stage. Stalls have
also been constructed for the traders.
Governor Kahiga assured them that
his government is committed to im-

proving services for the traders who
are involved in selling merchandise
like clothes, shoes and fresh farm produce.

Governor assures
market officials
of government's
support
H.E Mutahi Kahiga met with officials
of markets from Kieni West sub-county who paid a courtesy call to him.
The committee members led by
the team leader Moses Maina were
drawn from the major markets in the
sub-county which included Kiawara,
Nairutia, Endarasha and Mweiga.
The officials lauded the County Government of Nyeri for improving the
working conditions of the traders.
So far, a new market shade has been
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The Company will also utilize its CSR budget to cushion the less fortunate residents

Relief for Nyerians as NYEWASCO
suspends water disconnection
The Nyeri Water and Sanitation Company (NYEWASCO) has ceased disconnection of water supply to domestic customers with immediate effect
and instead will deploy relationship
management approaches for debt recovery.

sponse Initiative to alleviate the current situation: The Company has ceased disconnection of water supply to domestic
customers with immediate effect and
instead will deploy relationship management approaches for debt recovery.
On review of the tariff the company
will engage with WASREB the County Government with a view to strike
an equitable balance to ensure all customer categories are taken care of.
NYEWASCO board chairman Patrick
Munuhe (pictured) said the company will look into its communication
channels to ensure seamless updates
and bills communication to its customers including a detailed breakdown of the bills. Notably the bill includes refuse fees collected on behalf
of the County Government and does
not strictly speaking form part of the
water bill.
The company will also carry out

extensive customer outreach with a
view to resolve all pending Customer
issues within one month.
NYEWASCO will implement 24/7
customer care service with immediate
effect in order to better serve the people of Nyeri.
The Company will utilize its CSR
budget to cushion the less fortunate
residents in their service area including provision of water points in high
traffic areas to help in the continued
fight against the spread of Covid 19.
It is important to note the Company
has requested for approval to waive
outstanding bills accumulated during
the Covid 19 period March 2020 to
June 2021 to further cushion the residents on Nyeri.
The Board of NYEWASCO is working closely with the County Government to resolve the issue and will
continue to do so until final and amicable conclusion.
“NYEWASCO has maintained the

award for best water services provider for the 13th consecutive year,
this success has been possible with
the support of Nyeri County Government, the Board and the customers
over the years. Importantly, all Water
companies are regulated at the national level by the Water Services Regulatory Board (WASREB), which is
mandated to among others set tariffs
based on a balance of sustainability
of the companies and affordability of
water across board and also in keeping with National Standards.” Said
the Chairman.
The Company is also cognizant that
NYEWASCO customers like the rest
of Kenya are still affected by the effects of Covid 19 more so from the
economic front and there is need to
continue to cushion “Wanjiku” from
any further adverse effects.
Munuhe was flanked by the Managing Director Eng. Peter Kahuthu and
members of the senior management.

On review of the tariff NYEWASCO
will engage with WASREB and the
County Government of Nyeri with a
view to strike an equitable balance
to ensure all customer categories are
taken care of.
The Board and Management of NYEWASCO exclusively came up with
the following measures as Rapid Re-

Launch of the revitalized 4K clubs
In a visit to monitor the progress of the
national roll-out of 4K clubs, the CAS
Agriculture, Anne Nyaga (pictured)
held a meeting with the Nyeri County
Coordination unit at the Deputy County
Commissioner’s office Nyeri.
The CAS insisted on the importance
of reeling in the youth to Agriculture
which not only brings sustainability but
also could be a source of livelihood.
The roll-out process is currently at a
stage where 12 teams across the country are training county staff and teachers
who will thereafter translate the same to
students.
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Further to this, a directive has been sent
out by the Principal Secretary to the Directors of Education to start up 4K clubs
in primary schools and Young Farmers
clubs in secondary schools to ensure
continuity.
The 4k Clubs presidential award scheme
has also been introduced in the newly rebranded and revitalized 4k clubs.
Clubs will participate at different levels:
schools, wards, subcounty, and county
levels.
The ultimate winner at the national level will be awarded by the 4k Club’s patron, H.E President Uhuru Kenyatta.

This marks a major milestone as County staff can now access health services in the five major county facilities

Promoting health sector through PPP
The County Government of Nyeri is
at the same time committed to continually strengthen the existing health
infrastructure. The governor noted
that the extra revenue generated from
this partnership with Minet Company
will make it easy in fast-tracking the
expansions and strengthening other
health systems.
“Moving forward, the county government is focusing on strategies geared
towards changing this financing landscape that includes increased enrollment into health insurance as well as
more innovative strategies of generating revenue such as what we are
launching today,” he added.

The County Government of Nyeri
under the leadership of H.E Governor
Mutahi Kahiga remains committed
to providing quality and effective
health care services in line with Nyeri
County’s vision of a wealthy county
with happy, healthy and secure people.
This vision is also realized through the
Department of Health Services which
envisions providing an efficient and
high quality health care system that
is accessible, equitable and affordable
for all Nyeri county residents and
guests.

Hospital, Mukurwe-ini Hospital and
Othaya Level IV Hospital using the
Britam scheme.
This will ensure that the over 4,000
Nyeri County staff receive quality
healthcare services, both inpatient
and outpatient, at an affordable price.
“I wish to encourage Nyeri County
staff to utilize the services at these facilities as well as the capacity of the
able medical personnel in the same
institutions. By accessing the services
at these county facilities, this will
significantly reduce the huge costs
incurred by staff when they are treatIn line with this, governor Kahiga ed at private hospitals, sometimes
launched the enrollment of County exhausting their limit,” the governor
Health facilities to the Britam General added.
Insurance Company Limited. Nyeri
County is the first county to sign a The Britam team led by the Business
Memorandum of Understanding with Development lead Grace Muratha
Britam on the same in the Mt. Kenya thanked governor Kahiga for his supand Eastern region.
port and commitment to developing
both infrastructure and hiring personThis step marks a major milestone as nel in a bid to promote the healthcare
Nyeri County staff can now access sector.
health services in the five major county
facilities; County Referral Hospital In the spirit of partnership, the coun(PGH), Mt. Kenya Hospital, Karatina ty government also joined hands with

Aon-Minet Insurance Company and
launched the Mt. Kenya Amenity
Hospital which will help in providing
quality and affordable health services
to all Nyeri residents and ensure that
everyone gets the highest attainable
standard of health.
The facility is aimed at addressing a
gap in middle class citizens’ including teachers and county government
staff who are able to pay for services
through insurance and cash.
“We believe this will help the county
to raise revenue for other health services. The department envisages to
run an exclusive fully fledged county
amenity hospital as a business enterprise and to give it autonomy for ease
of management, transparency and accountability,” noted the governor.
The County Government of Nyeri
signed an MoU with Aon-Minet Insurance Company where the hospital will strive to ensure preferential
services to all those persons covered
under the NHIF, Aon-Minet and other
private insurances.

He also called upon all Nyeri residents to enroll with NHIF and other
insurances which guarantee that costs
associated with seeking healthcare
does not impoverish their families.
Other activities geared towards promoting the health sector are:
•
The ongoing construction
of Naromoru Level 4 hospital; a
three-storey 175 bed capacity which
will host key departments including
operating theatres, casualty, pharmacy, laboratory, maternal and child
health unit among others.
•
Installation of oxygen plants
in Karatina and Mt. Kenya Level 4
Hospitals.
•
Construction of an isolation
ward at Mt. Kenya Level 4 Hospital.
•
Establishment of a community health system with 2,510 CHVs.
•
Recruitment of 198 health
workers to strengthen the existing
workforce.
•
The implementation of the
Nyeri County Health Services Fund
which will mitigate certain issues including the perennial drug shortages
within the county facilities.
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The county provides investors access to the 10 Central Region Economic bloc (CEREB) counties

Why Nyeri
County remains
a business hub
for investors
Nyeri County offers unique opportunities
to investors because of its strategic
location at the center of the country
and a gateway to the Northern Corridor
through the LAPSSET Project.
The infrastructure offers Nyeri
connectivity to the Port of Lamu in
just six hours via Isiolo and with the
Dual Carriage from Kenol to Nyeri;
the opportunities will be endless. This
makes it superior to investors because it
is at a vantage point and serves as a one
stop shop in industrial requirements.

policy and the Financial Act in making
Nyeri County have a
stable and palatable
business environment for investors.

This gesture speaks
to our ambitions
and aspirations as
a county to create a
conducive environment for doing business and attracting
new investment into
The county provides investors access to the county.
the 10 Central Region Economic bloc
counties where the counties cooperate This is a testament
and work together and are well inter- that the County Govconnected by road and air.
ernment of Nyeri is
There are proposals of reinvigorating the committed to showCentral bloc railway interconnectivity case and market Nyeri County as the
project.
place to do business and expand your
horizons.
Nyeri has positioned and aligned its
strategy and budget with the Big Four “We also have a budding youthful and
Agenda. We are at the verge of a major very well educated population served by
industrial take off and that is evidenced two universities and many technical colby international companies that have set leges and TVETs. This talent pool offers
up shop in the county.
a solid labor base that is very critical for
The County Government of Nyeri under an industrial revolution,” noted the govthe stewardship of Governor Mutahi Ka- ernor.
higa is committed to a peaceful and harmonious existence in the face of political Dedan Kimathi University’s Industriupheavals.
al Park in partnership with the county
government promises the requisite inIt is important to note that the county of- frastructure and support system for both
fers the most predictable business envi- new and upcoming industries.
ronment that is not disrupted by electoral The Department of Trade, Tourism and
cycles and other industrial unrests or po- Cooperative Development has already
litical activity.
compiled all the investment opportunities available in Nyeri and the simple
The Nyeri Executive and County As- steps to actualizing those opportunities.
sembly of Nyeri have also maintained a
good working relationship to accelerate For the last four years, CGN has partthe pace of development and lower po- nered with private investors which have
litical temperatures to allow the business led to many branches, some of which
space to flourish.
are international brands, being officially
opened in Nyeri County by Governor
The County Government of Nyeri has Kahiga.
endeavored to create a conducive busi- These businesses have created jobs,
ness environment to make it an attractive transformed lives and raised the econoinvestment destination by developing an my of the county.
open door policy to make it easier for
investors to navigate the county bureaucracy and cutting the red tape.
Some of the these businesses and entities
include Davis & Shirtliff Company, DiTo further support this, CGN has devel- amond Trust Bank, Cytonn Investments,
oped a raft of policies like investment Toyota Kenya, NCBA Bank (both Kara-
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tina and Nyeri town branches), Simba Simba Corp is a company in many counCorporation Company, MultiChoice tries advancing its capabilities in diverKenya.
sified fields such as motor sales and service, hospitality, investment and social
Davis & Shirtliff deals with equipment services.
in the water and energy sectors such as
pipes and pumps and also offers services CGN invites investors to explore the
such as drilling of modern boreholes and opportunities in Nyeri and join us in our
common goal of making Nyeri a great
county to live and work in.
advanced irrigation.

